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Genealogist Keith Gregson takes the reader on a whistle-stop tour of quirky family stories and strange
ancestors rooted out by amateur and professional family historians. Each lively entry tells the story behind
each discovery and then offers a brief insight into how the researcher found and then followed up their leads,
revealing a range of chance encounters and the detective qualities required of a family historian. For example,
one researcher discovered that his great-great-grandfather, as a child, was carried across the main street of
West Hartlepool on the back of the famous tightrope walker Blondin. The Victorian newspaper report said
that the rope had been tied between two chimney pots. Research into the authors own family revealed that

one of his nineteenth-century ancestors lost his leg in a Midlands coal-mining accident, and that the
amputated leg was buried in the local cemetery - to be joined by the rest of him on his final demise.

The definition of a Hollywood viking epic. These new social clubs included the Sons of Norway the Danish
Brotherhood and the Swedish Vasa Order. Viking Family.

Viking Family

Vikings settled in England Ireland and France as families. This was about 25 of all the recorded Vikings in
the USA. A short lifespan might also indicate health problems that were once prevalent in your family. A
Viking in the Family and Other Family Tree Tales has 1 available editions to buy at Half Price Books

Marketplace . Children were also put to work from a young age. Genealogist Keith Gregson takes the reader
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on a whistlestop tour of quirky family stories and strange ancestors. It was a bond that could link a man to his
social superior. 138 posts 1966. A Viking in the Family is full of unexpected discoveries in the branches of
family trees and encourages budding. Stores in Reykjavík and Akureyri selling quality goods made in

Iceland. Some came to fight but others came to Britain to live peacefully. Certain names gained a foothold in
individual families like Harald Svend and Knud in the Danish royal. İsveçe yeni tanan bir çift. Genealogist

Keith Gregson takes the reader on a whistlestop tour o.
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